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Abstract 
 
This paper discusses current usability evaluation techniques emphasizing the costs and benefits of 
each method.  Costs account for test duration and required expertise. Benefits include method 
suitability toward evaluation criteria and the effectiveness of the method to find problems. The 
comparison is based on the ideal scenario with available usability experts. Given this expertise is 
still a scarce resource we conducted an experiment using software engineers and domain experts 
as evaluators after a one-day training workshop. 
 
1 Introduction 
Interface is an embedded part of any software and responsible for the user experience with it. The 
effort spent to accomplish users’ goals may compromise the software successful use. When 
evaluating an interface, we are evaluating the dialog between two different entities: the user and 
the computational system.  
Interface usability is the metric for evaluating interfaces. It  addresses not only the adequacy of 
software functionalities to the users’ needs, but also the ease of use, learn, memorize, adjust to 
individual needs, task accomplishment and overall users’ satisfaction when interacting with a 
software interface.  
Usability methods can be divided into two categories:  

• Direct methods: tests are done directly using users.  
• Indirect methods (Inspection methods): there are no real users involved in the testing 

process. Evaluators simulate the user’s behaviour when interacting w ith interface. 
There are tradeoffs that should be considered when selecting a method (or set of methods) to 
evaluate an interface.  This paper presents a framework for letting costs and benefits explicitly 
stated to help interface designers consciously dec ide and also justify the costs in a software 
development environment. 
Furthermore, we discuss the effectiveness of each method considering a scenario without usability 
expert (UE) availability. We observe a team of non- experts evaluating the usability of web-based 
software to gather data for the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics  (IBGE) in 
deployment phase. 
 
2 Evaluation Methods 
 
2.1 Indirect Methods 
 
Indirect methods consist of letting evaluators simulate users’ behaviour when interacting with a 
software interface to predict probable usability problems. This paper addresses two very popular 
indirect methods: Cognitive Walkthrough (CW) and Heuristic Evaluation (HE).   



CW (Wharton, 1994) has its root in exploratory learning theory. Evaluators, after a  careful study 
on software functionalities and users’ requirements, create task descriptions scenarios to be 
followed during evaluation. They walk through the interface, following their task descriptions, 
annotating positive and negative interactions. It r equires a great deal of time and is biased towards 
easy of use and easy of learn usability criteria. The method can be applied during any design stage, 
but it is more suitable for the early design stages.  
HE (Nielsen, 1994) consists of inspecting an interface looking for desirable and undesirable 
behaviours according to a list of heuristic rules or their own experience. The method suggests 
using at least two experts. The evaluators separately navigate the interface and annotate possible 
problems they have noticed.  Afterwards they share their notes and generate a list to be shown to 
the interface designer. It takes generally two to four weeks to complete the job for moderate 
complexity software. Generally two evaluators identify 50% of interface main problem s, three 
identify 60% and fifteen around 90% (Nilsen, 1994).  The method can be applied at any design 
stage, even over an interface sketch.  It is a very simple and fast method to use.  However there are 
some drawbacks related to the subjectivity of the me thod and the lack of actual users in the 
process. Additionally, the list of mistakes may sound to interface designers just as a set of 
different opinion. 
 
2.2 Direct Usability Methods 
 
Direct methods utilise a set of actual users to evaluate the usability of t he interaction. This paper 
includes two fundamental methods, such as Think Aloud (TA) and Questionnaire (Q).   
TA (Nilsen, 1992) is the most popular usability testing method due to its simplicity and intuitive 
application. It has roots in experimental psychology (Duncker, 1945). The method aims to let 
users’ mental model emerge by asking users to verbalize their thinking while interacting with a 
software interface. Evaluators work as facilitators. They observe users interacting with an 
interface, making comments to instigate users to talk. Users work as co-evaluators, verbalizing 
their thinking during interactions. Although each session is very time consuming, just a few 
subjects are needed. Nielsen claims five subjects are enough to evaluate an interface us ing think 
aloud method. The method imposes a high cognitive load to users because they have to decide, do 
and verbalize their actions at the same time [Preece, 1994]. In addition, users may verbalize their 
rationalization of actions instead of their ration ale. 
Questionnaire (Q) is the traditional method of evaluating anything. Questionnaires are sent to a 
significant sample of the population (people that will be using the software).  Questions should be 
carefully elaborated to allow interaction problems to be reported. After collecting the 
questionnaire, data gets a statistical treatment.  Results are generally easy to interpret. Users are 
likely to find problems software engineers do not foresee.  
 
2.3 Evaluation Methods’ Tradeoffs 
 
The selection of an evaluation method to a specific software development scenario must consider 
the pros and cons of each method.  Making these tradeoffs explicit helps interface designers 
rationally decide and also justify costs to their client.  Table 1 presents a summary of the fea tures 
to be considered when selecting an evaluation method.  
 
 
 
 
 



Table 1: Evaluation method analysis framework. 
 Cognitive 

Walkthrough 
Heuristic 

Evaluation 
Think Aloud Questionnaire 

Required People 1-4 UEs 
No users 

3-5 UEs 
No users 

1 UE 
3-5 users 

1 UE; 
Sample of users  

(at least 30) 
Evaluation Duration 1 week 2-3 weeks 1-2 weeks Variable 
Milestone Task 

description 
planning 

Results acceptance User verbalization Questionnaire 
Elaboration 

Best suitable for  Predicting easy 
of use and 

ease of learn 
issues 

Predicting general 
problems 

Verifying easy of 
use, ease of learn 

Verifying user 
satisfaction and 

productivity 

Best applied during Early design 
phase 

Any development 
phase 

Any development 
phase 

Deployment phase 

Method efficiency* 60% 75% 70% 70% 
Effort during test Annotate 

successful & 
unsuccessful 
interactions 

Instantiate general 
expertise in a 
specific case 

Make thinking 
explicit 

Answer questions 

Post evaluation work Merge 
evaluations 

Merge evaluations Merge evaluators 
results 

Statistical analysis 

*Note: CW and HE point potential problems that may or may not occur while TA and Q point to users’ detected problems. 
 
3 Case Study 
 
IBGE was implanting a new web-based system to collect data to a national research on income 
distribution. The system was developed in the company to be deployed throughout the country. 
The system runs in the company’s intranet through the MSExplorer Browser.  
We used a set of forty volunteer employees: eleven of them were software engineers (SE) and the 
rest were domain experts (DE). Only four of them did not have a college degree. We gave a one-
day workshop explaining all techniques to every participant. Even though the tasks were not 
complex, they all have problems understanding CW because they were not familiar with GOMS 
(Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983). Since the company’s expertise was in questionnaire, elaborating 
one for our experiment was not a challenge.  
Participants have to evaluate the software using the four methods. In addition to the fast training, a 
written material with each method’s guidelines was available. Their task was to annotate usability 
problems. They all applied each method in different order. We noticed a slightly better 
performance when they start with heuristic evaluation.  
 
3.1.1 Insights on Test Duration 
 
We separated method duration, as presented in Table 2, in three different components:  
 

• Preparation time: time spent preparing for method application.  
− For HA, this is the time used for reviewing the heuristic guidelines.  
− For WC, this is the time for developing the task descriptions; 
− For TA, this is the time for creating the scenarios;  
− For Q this is the time for elaborating the questionnaire.  

• Application time: time spent actually applying the method.  
• Data analysis time: time spent transcribing (in the case of TA) an d analysing the 

results. 



Table 2: Average time spent per evaluation session considering the two types of evaluators.  
Preparation Application Data Analysis  

Method SE DE SE DE SE DE 
HA 110 290 271 518 79 137 
WC 243 - 238 491 36 87 
TA 243 - 99 290 492 1363 
Q 371 - 144 430 - 140 
 
3.1.2 Method Effectiveness 
 
We counted the number of usability problems encountered using each of the method. We also 
considered the number of mistakes as a function of the number of SE (2 to 8 SEs), as well as 
domain expert people (1 to 40 DEs). Figure 1 illustrates the need for a higher number of evaluators 
to get at least 50 % of coverage when not using UEs. It also suggests the unsuccessful use of DEs 
as evaluators.  Evaluators should at least have a computer science background.  We used a single 
evaluator when applying TA varying the number of co-evaluators (users) “thinking aloud”. 
Questionnaire was elaborated by a single evaluator (SE) and applied to all 40 people.  
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Figure 1: Evaluation Method performance. 

Although questionnaire accounted to a small number of problems discovery, it is the only method 
that accounts for user satisfaction in a broad sense; i.e., looking at the users’ community instead of 
a couple of users as in TA. 
 
 
4 Final Remarks 
 
This paper presented a comparison among four usability evaluation methods pointing out the costs 
and benefits of each one. The requirements for applying each method were drawn considering the 
availability of usability experts. Costs were discussed in terms of time and effort, while benef its 



were discussed in terms of the effectiveness of the method, i.e. number of problems each method 
reveals. 
We also presented a case study applying the four different methods to evaluate a n intranet-based 
software to be used by the Brazilian census organization.  The software is in the deployment 
phase. There was no usability expert available. We trained software engineers and other company 
people to perform the tests acting as evaluators.  
Test results suggested a potential advantage of HA over the other evaluation tests, but using a 
bigger number of evaluators (five at least). However, since the results of HA may sound more like 
an opinion to the software developers, there may have a political problem accepting the list of 
problems provided by non-usability experts.  
No matter the method usability tests pay.  When usability experts are not available, software 
engineers with basic training may conduct evaluation tests.  The number of evaluators increases to 
get average evaluation coverage. There is almost no use to apply any of the method using lawman 
(DE) as evaluators.  The number of problems found is much smaller and less relevant than the 
ones found by SEs. Heuristic evaluation seems the best cost -effective method in this scenario. 
The results from WC may be low due to the need of a better training. All evaluators complaining  
Our observations should not be faced as a conclusive.  They are indications of benefits of 
developing usability test even with software engineers. The results also helped justify to  clients the 
cost effectiveness in using UEs.  They would save money for the company and provide better and 
trustworthy results. 
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